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Discrete electron-molecule processes relevant to SF6 etching plasmas are examined.
Absolute, total scattering cross sections for 0.2-12-eV electrons on SF6, S02' SOF2,
S02F2' SOF4, and SF4, as well as cross sections for negative-ion formation by
attachment of electrons, have been measured. These are used to calculate dissocia-

tive-attachment rate coefficients as a function of E/N for SF6 by-products in SF6.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) is used as an insulating medium in high-
voltage power transmission devices(1) and as an etchant in the plasma
processing of microelectronic devicesY-7) The silicon etching rates in SF6
plasmas are comparable to or greater than those in CF4 plasmas.(2.3) The
addition of small amounts of O2 to an SF6 plasma reduces the lateral etch
rate, thus greatly increasing etching anisotropy.(5) Plasmas in SF6/02 mix-
tures are quite complex, yielding large quantities of gaseous by-products. (6,7)
Under some conditions in an SF6/02 plasma, over 20 mole % of the neutral
species are decomposition products such as S02, SOF2, S02F2, SOF4, and
SF4.(8)

Clearly, an understanding of the physical processes occurring in SF6
plasmas requires a knowledge of the manner in which electrons interact
with the decomposition by-products of SF6. Cross sections and rate
coefficients for such interactions are essential for the modeling of SF6etching
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plasmas.(4). A dearth of such information has led us to undertake measure-
ments of absolute cross sections for total electron scattering and for negative-
ion formation through electron attachment to SF6and to S02' SOF2, S02F2,
SOF4, and SF4, all of which are commonly produced by electrical discharges
in SF6. These results are compared with previous cross-section measure-
ments (where available) and with mass-spectrometric studies for ion iden-
tification. Dissociative-attachment rate coefficients for the SF6 decomposi-
tion products in SF6 are calculated as a function of electric field-to-gas-
density-ratio (E/ N) using the cross sections reported here. The range of
E / N values considered here is that which applies to electrical-discharge
conditions.

2. EXPERIMENT

An electron transmission spectrometer employing a trochoidal mono-
chromator(9) forms the basis of the experimental apparatus. This instrument
consists of a thermionic electron source followed by the trochoidal mono-
chromator, an accelerating lens, a gas cell, and a retarding lens which
permits only unscattered electrons to be transmitted to an electron collector.
The instrument is immersed in a uniform magnetic field of about 7 mT
(70 G). The electron-energy resolution ranged from 50 to 80 meV, depending
upon operating conditions, and the temperature within the scattering region
was maintained at 328 K. A determination of the energy scale was made
by observing the vibrational structure of the 2ng shape resonance in N2
centered around 2.3 eV. The estimated uncertainty is <50 meV over the
entire energy range considered. Total electron-scattering cross sections are
obtained by measuring the attenuation of the transmitted current due to
the introduction of a sample into the gas cell.(IO)Cross sections for electron
attachment yielding metastable negative ions (lifetimes> 10 }Ls) and dis-
sociative-attachment processes are determined from a measurement of the
product negative ion flux to the walls of the gas cellY 1) More detailed
experimental descriptions have been published elsewhereyo,lI)

The presence of the magnetic field introduces uncertainty in the length
of the electron trajectories through the gas cell(to)as well as uncertainty in
the acceptance angle defined by the retarding lens which precedes the
collector.(12)Additional uncertainty is associated with the measurement of
the target gas pressure in the 0.03-0.13 Pa (0.2-1.0 mtorr) range at which
the cross sections were determined. Overall, the cross sections reported are
believed to be accurate to within :t:15% for electron energies above 1 eV.
Below this energy, the uncertainty may increase to as much as :t:50%at the
lowest energies (sO.2 eV). Measurement of cross sections for well-character-
ized gases, such as N2 and N20, indicate that discrepancies between values
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obtained with this technique and other previously reported values are less
than these estimated uncertainties. Due to adverse interactions of sulfur-
containing species with the electron source, the limit of sensitivity in the
dissociative-attachment cross section measurements varied with each com-
pound, but was typically better than 2 x 10-18cm2.

The SF6, S02, SOF2, and S02F2 samples were obtained from commer-
cial sources and were used without further purification. The SOF4 and SF4
samples were prepared by Dr. D. DeMarteau (Clemson University) with
stated purities of >99%. The purities of all samples were checked by mass
spectrometry and GCjMS.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The present measurement of the total electron-scattering cross section
for SF6is shown in Fig. 1and is compared with previous measurementsY3-15)
Above 0.5 eV, all of the measurements agree to within 10%. Below 0.5 eV,
the values from the present work fall systematically below the cross sections-
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Fig. 1. Total electron-scattering cross sections for SF6 as measured by the present experiment
compared with previous measurements by Dababneh et al.,(4) Ferch et al.,OS)and Kennerly
et al.(I3)
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reported by Kennerly et alY3) and Ferch et alYS) This may be due to the
use in this experiment of a retarding potential filter to reject scattered
electrons. The acceptance angle of a retarding potential filter increases with
decreasing energy, most markedly at very low energies.

Negative-ion formation by electron attachment and dissociative attach-
ment to SF6 has been the subject of intensive studyY6.17)Christophorou
and coworkers(18)have performed several swarm studies of electron attach-
ment to SF6, and Fenzloff et alY9) have published a detailed study of the
relative ion yields for dissociative attachment to SF6. At very low energies
(0-0.2 eV), Chutjian and coworkers(20)have measured absolute attachment
cross sections using threshold photoemission as an electron source. Kline
and coworkers(2I) have measured cross sections for attachment and dissocia-

tive attachment to SF6 from 0.01 to 15 eV in a beam experiment where the
absolute magnitudes were determined by comparison with various positive-
ion cross sections and normalizing with respect to total ionization cross-
section measurements.(22) More recently, Hunter and coworkers(23) have
calculated cross sections for attachment and dissociative attachment to SF6
using attachment rates measured in swarm experiments using extremely
diluted mixtures ofSF6 in N2, Ar, and Xe. Differences between the dissocia-
tive-attachment cross section measurements exceed an order-of-magnitude.

The combined cross section for electron attachment and dissociative
attachment to SF6is measured in the present experiment for electron energies
from 0.04 to 1.1 eV (Fig. 2). For electron energies below 0.2 eV, electron
attachment is dominated by SFi formation, and above 0.2 eV, by SFs
formation from dissociative attachmentY9) The sum of the attachment and
dissociative-attachment cross sections as measured by Kline et al.(21)and
by Hunter et al.(23)are shown for comparison in Fig. 2. The cross section
for electron attachment at low energies «0.2 eV) as measured by Chutjian
and coworkers(20) is also shown. The cross section values from the present
work are in reasonable agreement with previous measurements for energies
less than 0.1 eV and are also in apparent agreement with Kline et al.(2I)for
electron energies exceeding 0.4 eV. However, for intermediate energies
ranging from 0.1 to 0.4 eV, the cross sections from the present work sig-
nificantly exceed those published previously.(21.23)

The apparent discrepancy from 0.1 to 0.4 eV between the present data
and the previously published cross sections(21.23)may be explained by the
differences in the experimental detection procedures. In the present experi-
ment, most ions are detected less than 0.5 cm from the point of formation
corresponding to a time from formation of less than 10 J.Ls.This allows for
the collection of SFi ions that are formed in excited states with relatively
short lifetimes. Evidence suggests that these lifetimes range in length from
a few microseconds to milliseconds. (24)Ions formed in excited states of SFi
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Fig. 2. Cross sections for attachment and dissociative attachment to SF6 as compared with
previous measurements by Kline, Davis, Chen, and Chantry,(21) Hunter, Carter, and Chris-
tophorou,(23) and Chutjian and Alajajian.(20)

with short lifetimes may not be detected in the experiment of Kline and
coworkers(21) because the mass analysis requires ion transit times longer
than 10 JLSbefore detection, resulting in a lower measured effective cross
section for SF; formation. In the drift-tube experiment of Hunter et al.(23)
the detected SF; ions have been collisionally stabilized under relatively
high-pressure drift conditions in rare gases. Under these conditions there
may also be discrimination against short-lived SF; in excited states. It has
been shown(25)that electrons are more readily detached from excited states
of SF; by collisions with rare gas atoms, thus destroying those ions before
they can be detected in the drift tube. The lifetimes of excited SF; are
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expected to decrease with increasing electron energy, so the contribution
to the attachment cross section by short-lived ions should be more significant
at higher energies. This supports the agreement observed between the cross
sections at low energies and the increasing disparity between the measure-
ments for energies exceeding 0.1 eV. A small contribution by short-lived
SF; ions to the present measure cross sections for energies above 0.4 eV
would indicate that the contribution from SFs ion formation is less than
that implied by the SFs dissociative-attachment cross section measured by

"Kline and coworkers.(2I) This is in general agreement with analyses(23,26-28)
of electron swarm data for which it was found necessary to make a downward
adjustment in the experimentally determined electron-collision cross sec-
tions(lI) for SFs in order to obtain attachment coefficients for SF6 that are
in reasonable agreement with results of the most accurate measurements.

Three conflicting experimental measurements of the total cross section
for electron scattering by sulfur dioxide (S02) have been published. These
are shown in Fig. 3 along with the measurements from the present experi-
ment. Our results are in closest agreement with the transmission experiment
results of Szmytkowski and Maciag. (29)Discrepancies exceeding 20% are
observed at lower energies but are still within the combined estimated
uncertainties of the two experiments. Our results are clearly at odds with
those of Zubek et al.(30)who also employed a transmission experiment,
and those of Sokolov and Sokolova(31)who employed an electron cyclotron
resonance technique. In addition, we find that the sum of the ionization
and elastic scattering cross sections of Orient and coworkers(32,33)and the
electronic excitation cross sections of Vuskovic and Trajmar(34) falls sig-
nificantly below our total electron-scattering cross section.

The broad maximum observed in the total cross section near 5 eV
corresponds to the second resonance observed by Sanche and Schulz(3S)in
the electron transmission spectrum. A resonance near 3.4 eV observed by
Sanche and Schulz(3S)and by Andric et al.(36)is not evident in the total
cross section.

As can be seen from the lower curves in Figure 3, previous measure-
ments of the cross sections for dissociative attachment to S02 differ some-
what in magnitude from those reported here. Cadez and coworkers(37)
measured total dissociative-attachment cross sections using a transmission
experiment similar to that described in this paper. Orient and Srivastava(38)
measured mass-resolved di~sociative-attachment cross sections in a beam
experiment with normalization of the measured 0- /S02 cross section to
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Fig. 3. Total electron-scatteringcross sections (upper curves, left ordinate) and dissociative-
attachment cross sections (lower curves, right ordinate) for S02 as compared with previous
measurements: SM(29); ZKH(30); SS(3I); OS(33); RCB(40); CPK(37); SSCa,(29) time-of-flight
measurement; SSCb,(39) swarm measurement.

the well-known 0-/°2 cross section. The magnitude of the sum of the
mass-resolved cross sections exceeds that of the total cross section measured
by Cadez and coworkers(37) by a factor of 3. Spyron et al.(39)also carried
out a mass-analyzed beam experiment, but determined the magnitude of
the cross section by comparison with the production of F- from C2F6.Their
results are in good agreement with Cadez et al. In the same paper, Spyrou
et al. also reported the total dissociative-attachment cross section using a
swarm-beam technique vo.;hichgave magnitudes lower than the beam experi-
ments but in good agreement with early swarm experiments of Rademacher
et al.(40)
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Qualitative agreement between these measurements is good, with each
experiment showing peaks near 4.7 and 7.2 eV. The peak near 4.7 eV corres-
ponds to a broad maximum in the total cross section near 5 eV. The
dissociative-attachment cross sections from the present work are within the
limits of combined uncertainties when compared with the results of Cadez
et al.(37)but not when compared with the cross sections of Orient and
Srivastava.(38)Spyrou et al.(39)have attributed the inconsistencies between
the S02 dissociative-attachment data of Orient and Srivastava and the other
dissociative-attachment measurements to mass-spectrometer discrimination
associated with the significant kinetic energy with which 0- is produced in
the 0-/02 process used for normalization.

Anisotropic angular distributions of the negative-ion fragments formed
in the dissociative-attachment process can contribute to inconsistencies
between the cross sections measured by different techniques. In general,
the negative ions formed by dissociative attachment will exhibit an
anisotropic distribution relative to the incident electron beam.(4t,42)The
formation of 0- by dissociative attachment of O2 is known, for example,
to exhibit pronounced energy-dependent anisotropies.(43) Techniques such
as used by Orient and Srivastava(38) that restrict observation of ions to
preferred directions relative to the direction of electron motion are most
susceptible. In the present experiment, these effects are minimized because
all ions are collected.

In recent calculations of excitation energies for transitions of inner-shell
electrons to low-lying unfilled orbitals in the sulfur fluorides and oxy-
fluorides, Tossell(44,45)has been able to make assignments of the unfilled
orbitals involved in the electron-capture processes leading to dissociative
attachment. These results suggest that the 5-eV resonance in the total cross
section and the corresponding dissociation are associated with electron
capture into an at orbital of S02' the second-lowest, unfilled molecular
orbital.

3.3. SOF2

Total electron-scattering and dissociative-attachment cross sections for
thionyfluoride (SOF2) are shown in Fig. 4. A prominent resonance in the
total cross section at 0.6 eV corresponds to a peak in the dissociative-
attachment cross section near 0.7 eV. These processes have been assigned
to electron capture into the a"lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO)
of SOF2.(44)A weaker resonance in the total cross section near 2 eV corres-
ponds to a shoulder in the dissociative-attachment cross section near 1.8 eV.
Mass-spectrometric studies(46) find an F- peak near 0.6 eV with a small
shoulder near 2 eV, in agreement with the present cross sections. For electron
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sections for SOF2.

energies near 0 eV, Sauers et al.(46)have observed the formation of SOF2"
at peak intensities approximately 200 times smaller than for F-. This small
current would be undetectable in the present experiment.

Figure 5 shows the cross sections for electron scattering and dissociative
attachment by sulfurylftuoride (S02F2)' The total cross section exhibits a
broad shoulder near 3 eV corresponding to a peak in the dissociative-
attachment cross section near 3.4 eV. These features have been assigned to
the bl LUMO of S02F2' The peak in the dissociative-attachment cross
section near 3.4 eV is in agreement with mass-spectrometric studies by Wang
and Franklin(47) and by Sauers and coworkers.(46) These studies indicate
that this peak corresponds to the formation of S02F-, F2", and F-, and that
the increase in the attachment cross section at low energies is due to the
formation of the parent ion, S02F2". The low-energy electron-attachment
cross section has been determined by Oatskos and Christophorou(48) from
electron-swarm measurements and shown to have a strong temperature
dependence. For a temperature of 300 K, the S02F2 attachment cross section
is reported to have a peak value of 1.06x 10-16cm2at 0.22 eV. The measured
dissociative-attachment c.ross section from the present experiment shows
no maximum at low energy and is approximately 0.11 x 10-16cm2 at 0.22 eV.
This is significantly lower than the value obtained by Oatskos et al.,(48)even
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Fig. S. Total electron-scattering (upper curve) and dissociative-attachment (lower curve) cross

sections for S02F2' The increase in the dissociative-attachment cross section at low energies

is due to formation of the parent ion S02F2" .(46)

allowing for the larger uncertainties in the present measurements at lower
electron energies.

3.5. SOF4

The total electron-scattering and dissociative-attachment cross sections
for thionyl tetrafluoride (SOF4) are shown in Fig. 6. Broad resonance
features are observable in the total cross section near 3, 6, and 10 eV.
Mass-spectrometric studies(46)have identified an F- peak at 3.2 eV corres-
ponding to the small peak near 3 eV in the dissociative-attachment cross
section. The large dissociative-attachment cross section near 0 eV has been
shown to correspond to SOF)" production.(46) It is of interest to note that
the magnitude of the threshold dissociative-attachment cross section for
SOF4 is comparable to the threshold electron-attachment cross section for
SF6.

3.6. SF 4

Total electron-scattering and dissociative-attachment cross sections for
sulfur tetrafluoride (SF4) are presented in Fig. 7. A strong resonance is
observable near 0.4 eVin the total scattering cross section, while the dissocia-
tive-attachment cross sectiDn exhibits a peak at 0.6 eV. These processes are
associated with electron capture into the b2LUMO of SF4.(44)The dissocia-
tive-attachment peak is in agreement with F- production observed in pre-
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vious mass-spectrometric data.(46) The increase in the dissociative-attach-
ment crosssectionat lowenergiesis due to the formationof SF; .(46)Previous
studies have determined that the threshold electron-capture cross section
for SF4 is two orders of magnitude smaller than for SF6.(49.50)More recent
data suggest that the threshold attachment rates differ by a factor of 10.(57)
Although the present experiment does not extend down to thermal energies,
our data indicate that the electron-capture cross sections for SF4 and SF6
differ ~y approximately a factor of 70 at 0.1 eV.

DISSOCIATIVE AITACHMENT RATES IN SF6

The dissociative-attachment cross sections for SF4, S02' S02F2, and
SOF2 reported in the previous section have been used to compute dissocia-
tive-attachment rate coefficients for these molecules as functions of electric
field-to-gas density ratio in SF6. It was assumed in making the calculations
that these species are present at sufficiently low concentrations in SF6 that
one is justified in using electron kinetic-energy distribution functions that
apply to pure SF6. This assumption is valid in cases where SF6 is only
weakly decomposed in an electrical discharge as occurs in low-level corona
or glow discharge.(52-54)The results obtained here will also apply under the
conditions where SF6 is highly dissociated or decomposed provided the
electron-energy distributions do not deviate significantly from those used
here. It is known from previous calculations(26.55)that the presence of other
electronegative gases in SF6 below about the 10% level has a relatively
minor influence on the shape of the electron-energy distribution function
if E / N is in the range that applies to electrical discharge conditions.

The rate coefficients kd for dissociative attachment were computed
using the integral expression

kd(E/ N) = (2/me)I/2 too ef(e, E/ N)ud(e) de
(1)

where e is the electron kinetic energy, me is the mass of the electron, Ud(e)
is the net dissociative-attachment cross section, and f( e, E / N) is the E / N-
dependent energy distribution function that satisfies the normalization
requirement

too f(e, E/ N)el/2 de = 1

In general, ud(e) corresponds to the sum of all measured dissociative-
attachment cross sections of a giv~n molecule for e > 0.2 eV, i.e.,

(2)

Ud(e) = L udi(e)
i (3)
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where, in performing the present calculations, the udi(e) were represented
by Gaussian fits to the measured data corresponding to the different
individual features. Dissociative-attachment processes with cross sections
peaked at or near zero energy (e < 0.2 eV) were not included in these
calculations.

The kinetic energy distributions were computed from numerical sol-
utions to the Boltzmann transport equation using a "two-term" approxima-
tion and the set of SF6 electron collision cross sections proposed by Phelps
and Van Brunt. (26)Examples of the computed energy-distribution functions
multiplied by the energy, ef(e, E/ N), are shown in Fig. 8 for E/ N in the
range of 150x 10-21to 1000X10-21V m2. It should be noted that the critical
minimum value of E / N required to initiate and sustain a gas discharge in
pure SF6 is 354 X10-21V m2.3At this value of E / N, the ionization rate is
comparable to the electron-attachment rate,(21,26)and ef(e, E/ N) is peaked
at about 8.0 eV, Thus, under gas-discharge conditions, it can be expected
that dissociative-attachment processes that occur at electron energies above
about 1 eV will contribute more disproportionately to negative-ion formation
than processes at lower energies.
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Fig. 8. Electron kinetic-energy distribution functions, calculated by the method discussed in
Ref. 26, for electrons in pure SF6 at different values of E/ N.

3 There is experimental evidence that the minimum E / N in a self-sustained SF6 glow discharge
is that at which the ionization rate equals the attachment rate.(S6)
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SF4, and S02 in SF6 as a function of E/ N. The results for SF6 are the same as given in Refs.
26 and 55.

The rate coefficientscalculated using Eq.(l) are shown in Fig. 9. The
results are compared with previously calculated dissociative-attachment rate
coefficients for SF6 which include not only the SFs formation process
examined in this work but also the higher energy processes leading to
formation of F-, F2' and SF; .(55)The SOF2and S02F2rates lie within a
factor of 2 of the SF6 rate over the E/ N range considered. The S02
dissociative-attachment rates fall about an order of magnitude below the
SF6 rates, as expected, considering the lower cross section. In the case of
S02' the higher energy feature shown in Fig. 3 actually makes a larger
contribution to the rates given in Fig. 9 than the lower energy feature.

Information about the dissociative-attachment rates for the species
considered is needed not only for modeling of discharge processes in SF6
but also for assessing the possibilities for detecting these species with
analytical techniques that employ electron capture. The rate coefficients
may also be needed to interpret data from mass spectrometric monitoring
of ions in SF6 glow discharges.(7.8)

.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Sulfur hexafluoride and its discharge by-products have comparable
total electron-scattering cross sections at energies above threshold. By con-
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trast, the magnitudes of the dissociative-attachment cross sections for these
compounds vary over several orders of magnitude. The dissociative attach-
ment rates for SOF2, S02F2, and SF4 are within a factor of three ofthe rate
for SF6 over a broad range of Ej N applicable to gas charge conditions. It
can thus be expected that the by-products in an SF6 plasma are significant
sources of negative ions and reactive radicals.

Temperature has a significant effect on the dissociative-attachment
cross sections of SF6,(S7)S02,(39) and S02F2.(48)Plasma temperatures are
sometimes above room temperature, and thus the temperature dependence
of the cross sections presented here should be considered. This will be the
focus of future work.
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